HCL AppScan
on Cloud
A cloud-based application
security solution

Overview
AppScan on Cloud is a cloud application security offering that helps secure your organization's assets from web to mobile to open
source. It detects dozens of today's most pervasive security vulnerabilities and enhances your application security. AppScan on
Cloud helps to eliminate vulnerabilities from applications before they are placed into production and deployed. Convenient, detailed
reporting permits you to effectively address application security risk, enabling application users to benefit from a more secure
experience. AppScan on Cloud features:
•
•
•
•

Integration directly into the software development lifecycle
Enhanced static analysis with cognitive capabilities
Point and shoot dynamic analysis or hands-on leveraging AppScan Standard
Open source risk exposure detection

Benefits
Reduce risk exposure, maximize remediation efforts, enhance security program management and increase regulatory compliance
with HCL AppScan on Cloud.

Development
lifecycle integration

Cloud computing
leveraging power

One-stop-shop for all
your application
security needs

Frequent enhancements
to identify the most
recent attacks

AI powered scanning
to improve accuracy

Full control over your
open source vulnerabilities

Features
Cloud application
security testing in
DevOps

Integration with key build environments and IDEs to provide frictionless
experience for application security vulnerabilities testing and fast targeted
remediation. AppScan on Cloud offers multiple forms of testing (SAST,
DAST and open source) to provide the broadest coverage.

Enhance your
security with
cognitive
capabilities

World-renowned cognitive capabilities enable AppScan on Cloud to deliver
deeper and faster scan coverage and eliminate false positives. This provides
more current and broader coverage, while creating faster turn-around times
that support your DevOps processes.

Manage and
reduce risk in
your application
portfolio

Application security is not only about performing tests and finding
vulnerabilities, it’s about managing risk. AppScan on Cloud empowers you
to view your applications from business and technical perspectives, allowing
you to prioritize your scarce resources to address your most pressing needs.

Address your
open source risk

AppScan on Cloud helps to secure and manage your open source
components, by automating security testing and configuring scanning for
open source. It enables you to gain control and visibility over your open
source vulnerability scans, by continuously identifying vulnerable open
source components in your software.

HCL Software is a division of HCL Technologies (HCL) that operates its primary software business. It develops, markets, sells, and
supports over 20 product families in the areas of DevSecOps, Automation, Digital Solutions, Data Management, Marketing and
Commerce, and Mainframes. HCL Software has offices and labs around the world to serve thousands of customers. Its mission is to
drive ultimate customer success with their IT investments through relentless innovation of its products. For more information,
please visit www.hcltechsw.com.
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